In order for any student's coursework completed outside of the Colorado School of Mines to be considered as equivalent to any of the Nuclear Engineering Core Courses or Core Electives, the coursework must have come from an accredited program and the student must have received a final grade of B or better in that course.

**Course Transfers**
- Students who have completed eligible graduate-level coursework equivalent to any of the Nuclear Engineering Core Courses or Core Electives may transfer that course to receive graduate credit and satisfy the corresponding Nuclear Engineering Core Coursework requirement, subject to the limitations provided in the Graduate Bulletin.
- Graduate-level courses that are not equivalent to the Core Courses or Core Electives may still be transferred to satisfy other elective or course hour requirements, subject to the limits in the Graduate Bulletin.

**Course Waivers**
- Students who have completed eligible undergraduate-level coursework equivalent to any of the Nuclear Engineering Core Courses or Core Electives may have the corresponding course requirement waived.
- Eligible graduate-level courses that exceed the Graduate Bulletin limits and cannot be transferred may still be used to waive the corresponding Core Course or Core Elective requirements.
- Waived course requirements must be replaced with an equal number of credit hours of approved graduate-level electives.

The acceptance of any course transfer or waiver as satisfying any Core Course or Core Elective requirement is subject to the approval of the student's graduate committee and the Nuclear Science and Engineering Program Director. This acceptance will be documented as part of the student's Application for Candidacy.